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ABSTRACT
High-throughput and concurrent processing of thousands of patterns on each byte of an input stream is critical for many applications with real-time processing needs, such as network intrusion detection, spam filters, virus scanners, and many more. The demand for accelerated pattern matching has motivated several recent in-memory accelerator architectures for automata processing, which is an efficient computation model for pattern matching. Our key observations are: (1) all these architectures are based on 8-bit symbol processing (derived from ASCII), and our analysis on a large set of real-world automata benchmarks reveals that the 8-bit processing dramatically underutilizes hardware resources, and (2) multi-stride symbol processing, a major source of throughput growth, is not explored in the existing in-memory solutions.

This paper presents Impala, a multi-stride in-memory automata processing architecture by leveraging our observations. The key insight of our work is that transforming 8-bit processing to 4-bit processing exponentially reduces hardware resources for state-matching and improves resource utilization. This, in turn, brings the opportunity to have a denser design, and be able to utilize more memory columns to process multiple symbols per cycle with a linear increase in state-matching resources. Impala thus introduces threefold area, throughput, and energy benefits at the expense of increased offline compilation time. Our empirical evaluations on a wide range of automata benchmarks reveal that Impala has on average 2.7× (up to 3.7×) higher throughput per unit area and 1.22× lower power consumption than Cache Automaton, which is the best performing prior work.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing performance gap between processor and memory, also known as the memory wall [1], has been a major source of performance concern for many years; this problem is exacerbated in memory-bound applications, such as pattern-matching kernels in big-data domains, where many of patterns must be processed often with high-throughput or even real-time requirements. Pattern matching is an important task in many applications such as network security [2, 3, 4], bioinformatics [5, 6], and data mining [7, 8]. These patterns are often enormous in number and complex in static structure and dynamic behavior. This, combined with increasing network bandwidth and real-time stream processing requirements, makes pattern matching the performance bottleneck for these applications.

Regular expressions are a widely used pattern specification language, and they are efficiently implemented via Finite Automata (FA) [9]. The growing demand for high-performance pattern matching has motivated several efforts in designing software-based [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and FPGA-based [4, 12, 18, 19, 20] multi-stride pattern processing solutions that can process multiple-symbols per cycle. However, multi-symbol processing forces more pressure on memory bandwidth in CPU/GPU approaches and causes routing congestion for complex patterns in FPGA solutions. Moreover, FPGA solutions are mainly customized for network-based patterns, so current FPGA solutions may not perform well for other applications.

To address memory-wall challenges, recent studies explore in-memory architectures for automata processing, where they perform matching computation exactly where the data is located, and benefit from the massive internal memory bandwidth [21, 22, 23]. They all allow native execution of Non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) by providing a reconfigurable substrate to lay out the rules in hardware. This allows a large number of patterns to be executed in parallel, up to the hardware capacity. If the size of an application exceeds the hardware capacity, either several hardware units or several rounds of re-configurations are required. Many studies have shown that in-memory automata accelerators provide significant speedup over existing software solutions, FPGA implementation, and prior regex accelerators on a wide range of applications [6, 7, 8, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27].

To process an automaton in memory-centric architecture models, each input requires two processing phases: state-matching, where the input symbol is decoded, and the states whose symbols match the input are detected through reading a row of memory; and state-transition, where successor states are activated by propagating signals through an interconnect.

In the existing in-memory automata accelerators, 50%-70% of hardware resources are spent for state-matching [22, 23, 28, 29]. We study the state-matching resource utilization across a diverse set of automata benchmarks, and we found 86% of the time, only 3% of resources are utilized! This is mainly because in all these architectures, each state is modeled with a memory column of size 256, and 8-bit symbols are one-hot encoded in the memory columns to be able to accept a range of symbols (up to 256 symbols) in each state. However, the number of symbols accepted by a state is fewer than 8
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symbols in 86% of the time. This, in turn, implies that the classic approach of one-hot encoding for matching drastically over-provisions state-matching resources, which incurs significant performance penalties and leads to an inefficient and costly design. Moreover, real-world automata benchmarks are often extensive in terms of state count, too big to fit in a single hardware unit, and in current memory-centric architectures, usually need multiple rounds of reconfiguration and re-processing of the data. Therefore, design density plays a vital role in overall performance.

To address this problem, we propose to reduce the memory column-height to 16, to take advantage of the common case that few symbols match any particular state; and at the same time, convert (or squash) the automata to process 4-bit symbols instead of 8-bit per cycle without losing any accuracy. With our proposed optimizations, this transformation increases the number of states on average just $1.7 \times$, and in turn, requires $1.7 \times$ more memory columns to encode the states. However, the total required memory cells decreases $9.4 \times (\frac{256}{16})$ because the columns are so much shorter. This provides a higher total state capacity, which results in fewer rounds of reconfiguration, and improves the overall utilization and performance.

On the other hand, naively squashing 8-bit processing to 4-bit processing halves the throughput and limits the benefits of our solution. We fix this issue by proposing an in-SRAM multi-stride automata processing architecture that can process multiple 4-bit symbols per cycle. Our architecture, Impala, leverages the shorter memory subarrays and seeks a wider parallel solution using multiple combined memory columns to process multiple 4-bit symbols instead of a longer serial memory column that processes only one 8-bit symbol. Impala’s compiler pre-processes an automaton and makes it compatible with our hardware design.

A transformed automaton (squashed and strided) has a higher number of transitions (edges) than its original automaton, and this makes the placement of transitions to interconnect resources more challenging. To address this issue, our compiler leverages the observation of Sadredini et al. [29] that the real-world automata have a diagonal-shaped connectivity pattern, which then can be efficiently compacted in a hierarchical memory-mapped interconnect architecture. We propose to use a genetic algorithm (GA) to intelligently place the transitions into a compact design to amortize the transition overhead.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
- We propose Impala, an area-efficient, high-throughput, and energy-efficient in-SRAM architecture for automata processing. These three-fold efficiencies are obtained from (1) an architectural contribution that utilizes shorter-and-parallel SRAM-subarrays instead of longer-and-serial subarrays, and (2) an algorithmic contribution which efficiently transforms an automaton and maps it to Impala’s resources. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that observes state-matching inefficiency in memory-centric accelerators and proposes an algorithm/architecture co-design for multi-stride automata processing for in-situ computations.
- To minimize the number of states in the transformed automata, we exploit Espresso [30], a CAD tool that efficiently reduces the complexity of digital circuits, and maps our state minimization problem to a logic minimization problem. Moreover, we propose an efficient placement algorithm by leverage a genetic algorithm.
- We perform thorough performance analysis on Impala and prior in-memory automata processing architectures. Our sensitivity analysis reveals that the 4-stride design on 4-bit nibbles (16-bit processing per cycle) provides the best overall throughput per area on Impala, which is up to $3.7 \times$ and $536 \times$ higher than Cache Automaton (CA) [22] and the Automata Processor (AP) [21], respectively. Moreover, Impala’s 16-bit design provides $2.8 \times$ higher throughput than CA. $1.4 \times$ of which comes from our architectural contribution and $2 \times$ from the algorithmic benefit that re-shapes an automaton to process larger input size per cycle.
- We also compare Impala with FPGA multi-stride pattern matching solutions. We conclude that Impala provides $\sim 10 \times$ higher frequency and $\sim 20 \times$ higher throughput than the best performing solutions [4, 18] for 16-bit symbol processing rate. Moreover, Impala’s 16-bit has $7.7 \times$ higher throughput than these FPGA solutions for a 64-bit processing rate.
- We present APSim, an open-source toolkit for cycle-accurate automata simulation, multi-symbol processing transformation, minimization, and performance modeling on our proposed architecture.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Non-Deterministic Finite Automata Primer

An NFA is represented by a 5-tuple, $(Q, \Sigma, \Delta, q_0, F)$, where $Q$ is a finite set of states, $\Sigma$ is a finite set of symbols, $\Delta$ is a transition function, $q_0$ are initial states, and $F$ is a set of accepting states. The transition function determines the next states using the currently active states, and the input symbol just read. If an input symbol causes the automata to enter into an accept state, the current position of the input is reported.

We use the homogeneous automaton representation in our execution models (similar to ANML representation in [21]). In a homogeneous automaton, all transitions entering a state must happen on the same input symbol [31]. This provides a nice property that aligns well with a hardware implementation that finds matching states in one clock cycle and allows a label-independent interconnect. Following [21], we call this element that both represents a state and performs input-symbol matching in homogeneous automata a State Transition Element (STE).

Figure 1 (a) shows an example of a classic NFA and its equivalent homogeneous representation. Both automata in this example accept the language $\langle A \rangle^* \langle T \rangle \langle C \rangle^* \langle G \rangle$. The alphabets are $\{ A, T, C, G \}$. In the classic representation, the start state is $q_0$, and accepting state is $q_3$. In the homogeneous one, we label each STE from $STE_0$ to $STE_3$, so starting states are $STE_0, STE_1$, and $STE_2$, and the accepting state is $STE_3$.

2.2 In-memory Automata Processing

To better understand Impala’s architecture, this section presents a simplified two-level pipeline architecture for single-symbol processing of common in-situ automata accelerators, such as CA and the AP. In Figure 1 (b), memory columns are configured based on the homogeneous example in Figure 1 (a).
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for \(ST E_0-ST E_3\). Generally, automata processing involves two steps for each input symbol, state match and state transition. In the state match phase, the input symbol is decoded, and the set of states whose rule or label matches that input symbol is detected through reading a row of memory (match vector). Then, the set of potentially matching states is ANDed with the active state vector, which indicates the set of states that is currently active and allowed to initiate state transitions. In the state-transition phase, the potential next-cycle active states are determined for the currently-active states (active state vector) by propagating signals through the interconnect to update the active state vector for the next input symbol operation.

In the example, there are four memory rows, and each is mapped to one label (i.e., A, T, C, and G). Each state in the NFA example is mapped to one memory column, with ‘1’ in the rows matching the label assigned to those STEs. \(ST E_0\) matching symbols are A and C (Figure 1 (a)), and the corresponding positions have ‘1’, i.e., in the first and third rows (Figure 1 (b)). Assume \(ST E_0\) is a current active state. The potential next cycle active states (or enable signals) are the states connected to \(ST E_0\), which are \(ST E_0, ST E_1,\) and \(ST E_2\) (the enable signals for \(ST E_0, ST E_1,\) and \(ST E_2\) are ‘1’). Specifically, if the input symbol is ‘C’, then, Row2 is read into the match vector. Bitwise AND on the match vector and potential next states (enable signal) determines \(ST E_0\) and \(ST E_1\) as the current active states.

### 3. RELATED WORK

A number of multi-stride automata processing engines have been proposed on CPUs and GPUs [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Generally, automata processing on von Neumann architectures exhibits highly irregular memory access patterns with poor temporal and spatial locality, which often leads to poor cache and memory behavior [32] and makes compression techniques [33] less efficient. Moreover, multi-symbol processing causes more pressure on memory bandwidth, because more states and transitions are required to be processed in each clock cycle.

Several FPGA solutions for single-stride [3, 34, 35, 36] and multi-stride [4, 12, 18, 20] automata processing have been proposed. Yang et al. [4] proposed a multi-symbol processing for regular expressions on FPGA and utilizes both LUTs and BRAMs. Their solution is based on a spatial stacking technique, which duplicates the resources in each stride. This increases the critical path when increasing the stride value. Yamagaki et al. [18] proposed a multi-symbol state transitions solution using a temporal transformation of NFAs to construct a new NFA with multi-symbol characters. This approach only utilizes LUTs and does not scale very well due to the limited number of lookup tables in FPGAs. In addition, in their multi-striding method, the benefit of improved throughput decreases in more complex regular expressions (with more characters or highly connected automata), mostly due to routing congestion. All the current multi-striding solutions are inspired by networking applications such as Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS). However, patterns in other applications can have different structure and behavior, e.g., higher fan-outs, and this makes it difficult for NIDS-based FPGA solutions to map other automata to FPGA resources efficiently [36].

Accelerators designed specifically for regex processing have been proposed [37, 38, 39, 40] to accelerate pattern matching and automata processing. In general, while these solutions provide high line rates in principle, they are limited by the number of parallel matches, state transitions, and shape of the automata. None of these solutions consider multi-symbol processing, and Subramaniyan et al. [22] show that their in-SRAM solution, Cache Automaton (CA), has higher throughput and lower area consumption than these accelerators.

Unlike FPGA and regex accelerators that are optimized for pattern processing in network applications, several memory-centric automata processing accelerators have been recently proposed to improve the performance of general pattern matching. The Micron Automata Processor (AP) [21] and CA [22] propose in-memory hardware accelerators for single-stride automata processing. They both allow native execution of NFAs by providing a reconfigurable substrate to lay out the rules in hardware. They exploit the inherent bit-level parallelism of memory to support many parallel transitions in one cycle. The AP provides a DRAM-based dedicated automata processing chip, while the CA proposes an on-chip solution by repurposing a portion of the last-level cache for automata processing and has shown higher throughput than previous solutions. Prior work has already shown that the AP is at least an order of magnitude better than GPUs and multi-core processors [41], and CA is at least an order of magnitude better than the AP [22].

To improve throughput, Subramaniyan et al. [42] propose a parallelization technique by replicating an automaton and splitting the input stream among them, and show speedup over the AP (such splitting is only needed when there are not enough regexes to leverage the capacity of the automata hardware). The speedup depends on the input stream, and the upper-bound speedup is equal to the number of hardware replications. High capacity in the automata accelerator is beneficial, and this approach is complementary.

Liu et al. [43] demonstrated that not all the states in an NFA are enabled during execution, and thus, do not need to be configured on the hardware. This reduces the hardware resources for an automaton on the in-memory automata accelerators, which in turn increases the performance when the application is very large and requires several rounds of re-configuration. However, the benefits of their approach is input-stream-dependent and cannot be directly compared.
As discussed, the default 8-bit processing notation in regex, is state the stride size. We call the resulting automaton to represent an 8-bit symbol. Importantly, squashing a single product term into a 2-bit symbol reduces the waste significantly.

Figure 2: Normalized histogram of the states based on the number of accepting symbols. More than 86% of the states accept less than 8 symbols. More than 73% of the states only accept one symbol.

with prior solutions.

None of the prior in-memory solutions explores multi-symbol processing to increase throughput and overall performance. This work is the first to present a multi-symbol processing architecture co-designed with automata transformation to improve density.

4. ALGORITHMIC DESIGN

4.1 Motivation

Our key observation across a set of 20 real-world and synthetic automata benchmarks reveals that about 73% of the states only match against a single symbol (e.g., $STE_0$ in Figure 1 (a) that only accepts symbol $C$). This implies that only a single cell in a memory column of 256 cells is set to 1, and the rest are 0. Figure 2 demonstrates the frequency of the number of matching symbols across all the states in these benchmarks normalized to the total number of states. This histogram is highly skewed to the left, where more than 86% of the states are matched against at most eight symbols. This means only 3% of the cells in memory columns are utilized!

While a memory column with 256 cells is powerful enough to implement any boolean function with eight inputs, existing automata computing architectures implement a relatively simple function (e.g., 73% of the time, states are comparing against a single symbol, which is a boolean function with a single product term). In other words, a simpler low-cost matching architecture targeting the dominant case of a small number of matching symbols is more efficient than the existing costly matching architecture targeting infrequent complex matching conditions. To better utilize the state-matching resources, we squash the 8-bit symbols to 4-bit, and re-shape the automaton accordingly for correct and lossless functionality. The corresponding hardware change is that state-matching columns now can be designed with shorter subarrays (16 memory cells instead of 256), which reduces the waste significantly.

Generally speaking, as technology shrinks, SRAM arrays are moving from tall to wide structures with fewer rows [44, 45, 46]. This provides a better SRAM energy efficiency at a lower supply voltage. Recently, researchers have started to explore shorter SRAM subarrays to design accelerators in state-of-the-art applications, such as deep neural networks. For example, Lie et al. [47] propose an in-SRAM compilation technique for binary neural networks [48]. Interestingly, they conclude that shorter SRAM subarrays (i.e., shorter memory columns) provide a better classification accuracy due to a smaller quantization error when calculating the partial sum in convolution operation. These support the applicability of Impala design, which relies on short memory subarrays.

A 4-bit automaton halves the processing rate. To increase the throughput, Impala proposes to process multiple 4-bit symbols/cycle versus one 4-bit symbol per cycle. The algorithmic aspects are discussed in this section, and the corresponding architectural solution is explained in Section 5.

4.2 Vectorized Temporal Squashing and Striding (V-TeSS)

Squashing: As discussed, the default 8-bit processing uses memory columns with 256 cells; however, the matching symbols of an STE are sparse, making this an underutilized matching resource. The squashing step converts the default 8-bit automaton to its equivalent 4-bit automaton. With empirical analysis, we realized that 4-bit conversion is the sweet spot and incurs minimal overhead compared to other squashing sizes (e.g., 2-bit or 3-bit processing - see [49] for more detail). Squashing to 4-bit increases the number of states 2.52× on average. But, the memory column size is exponentially decreased from $2^8$ to $2^4$.

Figure 3 (a) represents an 8-bit NFA in classical non-homogeneous representation. Symbols are represented in hexadecimal (e.g., $\text{\textbackslash xBD}$ represents an 8-bit symbol). Impala’s compiler first reshapes the automaton to process 4-bit symbols (Figure 3(b)). For simplicity, we picked a simple automaton, and therefore, 8-bit to 4-bit conversion seems straightforward. However, in an automaton with loops and states with ranges of symbols (e.g., $[X - Y]$ notation in regex), we cannot simply break the states into two consecutive states with 4-bit symbols each. Impala’s compiler first generates single-bit-automata by replacing each edge in the 8-bit original automaton with a sequence of states of length 8, and then traverses the bit-automaton with paths of length 4 and concatenates edges to generate 4-bit symbols. Due to space limitation, we do not explain the details here, as the algorithm to convert an 8-bit to 4-symbol automaton is not our main contribution.

Vectorized Temporal Striding: As expected, the 4-bit automata processing scheme halves the processing rate compared to the 8-bit automata. To increase the throughput (equals or more than 8-bit version), we again reshape the squashed 4-bit automaton to find its equivalent automaton that processes multiple 4-bit symbols per cycle. We call this transformation Vectorized Temporal Striding, as the state’s matching rules are organized in vectors. Arranging matching symbols in vectors provides a nice property that is aligned with Impala hardware support. Temporal Striding [50, 51] and its vectorized version are transformations that repeatedly square the input alphabet of an input automaton and adjust its matching symbols and transition graph accordingly. The transformed automaton is functionally equal to the original automaton, but it processes multiple symbols per cycle, thus increasing throughput.

Figure 3 (c) shows the 4-stride (i.e., processing four 4-bit symbols per cycle) automaton in (b), and (d) converts it to its homogeneous representation. In the notation $STE_h^x$, $x$ is state index and $y$ is the stride size. We call the resulting automaton vectorized 4-stride because each 4-bit symbol in $STE_h^x$ represents one dimension in a four-dimensional vector, and each dimension will be mapped to a separate memory column.
Figure 3: (a) Original 8-bit automaton. (b) Squashing the automaton in (a) to 4-bit processing. (c) Striding 4-bit automaton in (b) to process 16 bits/cycle. (d) Converting the automaton in (c) to its homogeneous representation. (e) Mapping \( ST E_4^{0} \) in (d) to one capsule, which produces false positive reports (e.g., \( \langle xA, xB, \ast, \ast \rangle \) generates a false report). (f) Espresso solves it with minimal state splitting. (g) The states in (f) are mapped to three capsules.

in Impala’s area-efficient matching architecture (described in Section 5.1). The last two stars in the matching symbol \( \langle xA, xB, \ast, \ast \rangle \) are wildcards, which can be matched against any 4-bit symbol. Wildcards are used as a padding method to handle the cases where a report happens in the middle of a 16-bit input (the original automaton in (a) reports when the input is \( \langle xA, xB \rangle \)).

We use the vectorization concept for efficient hardware mapping. The temporal striding method is already discussed in prior work \[51\] and is not a contribution of this paper. Therefore, we do not discuss the details here.

**Hardware efficiency:** Naively increasing the processing rate to achieve higher throughput in the classical 8-bit in-memory architectures leads to a significant hardware cost. This is because each extra bit will double memory column size (e.g., 16-bit processing requires memory columns of 512 cells). This hardware consumption rate rapidly exceeds the reasonable bitline length due to its exponential growth. In addition, designing long bitlines is impossible without introducing stacked memory subarrays with partial address decoding and costly peripheral hardware. While the exponential hardware cost discourages a naive memory-based solution for multi-symbol matching, Impala redesigns the matching architecture to a set of short and parallel memory columns (16 cell in each column) combined with an AND gate, where every 4-bit increase in processing rate only requires an additional parallel 16-bit memory column. Columns are placed in different subarrays, and each receives 4 bits of the input symbols and processes it independently. This is a linear increment of hardware cost compared to the exponential growth in the naive matching architecture.

We call each of these combined memory columns a **capsule**. Capsules are suitable for states with a simple matching character-set. For example, a single capsule can easily handle the states with one matching vector, which are frequent in real-world automata benchmarks (see Fig. 2). However, there are infrequent matching cases that a single capsule cannot precisely implement, and this may lead to generating false positive reports. Figure 3(e) shows how using only one capsule to implement \( ST E_4^{0} \) generates wrong reports when the input is \( \langle xB, xD \rangle \). The first column matches \( xB \), the second column matches \( xD \), and the third and fourth columns match \( xE \) and \( xB \), respectively. However, this input is not supposed to be matched by \( ST E_4^{0} \). To address this issue, we exploit Espresso \[30\] - a tool that was originally developed for logic minimization problems - to find the minimum symbol splits to avoid false positives. In our example, splitting \( ST E_4^{0} \) to three states (Figure 3 (f)) and mapping them three capsule (Figure 3 (e)) solves the problem. Details of this refinement stage are explained in Section 5.1.2.

**State and transition overhead:** Temporal striding generally increases the length and cardinality of the alphabet and transition count \[18,51\]. We apply squashing, striding, and false-positive matching removal on 21 real-world and synthetic automata benchmarks \[32,52\] and observe that 2-stride and 4-stride implementations have a slight state and transition overhead. However, in the 8-stride design, combinatorial growth in the number of symbols (vectors) causes higher state/transition overhead, and this amortizes the architectural density benefits (details are discussed in Section 8.1). Our experimental results reveal that 4-stride (16-bit processing) yields the highest throughput per unit area (Section 8.4).

Theoretically, the area overhead of Impala’s state-matching architecture is in the order of \( O(SN) \), where \( S \) is the stride value (number of memory columns in a capsule is \( S \)) and \( N \) is the number of nodes. The interconnect area usage is in the

Figure 4: Offline pre-processing steps to prepare bit-streams to be configured on Impala’s memory subarrays.
order of $O(N^2)$ (for a fully connected interconnect), which is independent of stride value. This implies that striding does not directly add any area overhead to the interconnect (except the increase of nodes count). However, the increase in the number of transitions means more switches in a full-crossbar will be utilized. To efficiently map the transitions in the strided automata to the Impala’s interconnect resources, we adopt a genetic algorithm, and then generate bit-stream configurations for Impala’s state-matching and interconnect subarrays. Figure 4 summarizes the offline pre-processing steps to map an automaton to Impala’s architecture.

**Compile time:** Combined algorithmic and architectural benefits of Impala result in high-throughput and area/energy-efficient design at the expense of higher compilation time (due to some stages in Figure 4) compared to CA. The compilation is only needed once per automaton before configuring the final bit-stream on the architecture. Table 1 shows a relative comparison for the compile/synthesis time for ANMLZoo [32] on different architectures. Impala’s pre-processing stage (which includes V-Tess and GA) increases the compilation time compared to CA, but it is still much less than the AP compiler and FPGA synthesis tools. APSim is our open-source automata transformation and simulator and can be found here.

### 5. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

#### 5.1 State Matching

The blue box in Figure 5 shows the state-matching architecture, which processes four 4-bit symbols and detects all the states that match against them. The matching operation is performed in a group of memory subarrays to distribute the matching burden among them in parallel. Memory columns with the same index (or the same color in the figure) in subarrays are combined using an AND gate to form a capsule. Matching of each state will be assigned to one of these capsules. Each memory column in a capsule processes a portion (e.g., 4-bit) of the input symbols by a single memory row access. The final single-bit matching result for each state is the output of the AND gate in each capsule. Any additional 4-bit input processing only adds one more column to each capsule. Now, it is clearer how each dimension in V-TeSS vectors can be mapped to the corresponding memory column index in a capsule. Thanks to our parallel architecture, the latency of the overall matching for every stride value is always equivalent to read-cycle latency of a short bitline memory subarray plus the latency of the AND gate in capsule.

##### 5.1.1 Challenges of Matching with Capsules

As discussed in section 4 and shown in Figure 3 (d), simply assigning each state to one capsule suffers from a possible false-positive match. Figure 6 shows a more general example of when a false match happens in the relatively complex matching regions of a 2-stride automaton using a 2D representation. In this Figure, the X-axis shows the matching symbols of the first dimension (first 4-bit), and the Y-axis shows the matching symbols of the second dimension (second 4-bit). Each colored rectangle represents a matching region.

For example, the bottom-left-most region accepts the symbol range of $[\{0\} - \{1\}]$ in its first dimension and symbol range of $[\{0\} - \{1\}]$ in the second dimension. Impala’s compiler also uses a memory-efficient range-based data-structure to store the matching data and this speeds-up automata transformation. Configuring all these colored regions in a single capsule generates false positive matching when the input is from the white rectangular in the bottom-right-most region (i.e., $[\{0\} - \{1\}]$ in first dimension and $[\{0\} - \{1\}]$ in the second dimension).

To address this issue, an easy solution would be to split the seven colored regions to seven new states and assign one capsule to each of them. However, this can be very costly, especially when a state matches against several regions. We observed that splitting into three states with matching regions shown as pink, dark blue, and light blue, and assigning each state to one capsule, would efficiently solve the problem.

However, refining matching regions to a minimal number of sub-regions to increase the total capacity is a challenging problem, especially for high stride values with many matching regions intersecting each other. We observed that this minimization problem is equivalent to the minimization version of set covering problem, which is known to be NP-hard [54]. The next section explains how we solve this problem efficiently using an existing tool.

##### 5.1.2 Espresso

Espresso [30] is a CAD tool developed at IBM using heuristics for efficiently reducing the complexity of digital circuits. Interestingly, our state-splitting problem is similar to the Sum Of Product (SOP) gate-level logic minimization problem with the support for multi-valued variables [55]. In an SOP minimization problem, Espresso tries to minimize the number of products to use fewer resources in traditional Programmable Logic Arrays (PLA) hardware [56]. Impala can be seen as a PLA with 16-valued input variables, where each memory column in a capsule is a discrete variable with 16 different values. Columns in a capsule are combined with an AND gate which translates to a product term of 4 variables each with 16 values.

**State refinement:** In our problem, each product term will physically be translated to a new state and implemented using a capsule. The new states will replace the original state by connecting all the parents and children of the original state to all the new states. If the original state has a self-loop, then all the new states should have self-loop as well and must be connected to each other to keep the equivalence to the original automaton. Fig. 7 shows an example of how the state
in red (which causes false positives) is split into two green states. The number of splits is determined by Espresso.

**Espresso input/output:**
The input for Espresso is a text file containing the matching vector of the under process states, represented as multi-valued truth tables. The output of the Espresso is also a text file that specifies the minimum number of required product terms to cover the original matching space. Each of these products is guaranteed to cause no false positive and can be safely configured in Impala’s capsule.

### 5.2 Interconnect

The interconnect provides the functionality to move active states forward in time toward the next states. A state $S$ gets activated if (1) the current symbol matches the state $S$ and (2) any of its parents were activated in the previous cycle. The second condition implies that the interconnect should provide the OR-functionality. CA [22] proposes a memory-mapped full-crossbar interconnect based on 8T SRAM memory cells to provide wired-OR functionally on bitlines. The memory blocks are of size $256 \times 256$ (local switches), the word-lines (rows) are driven by a set of states (one row per state), and bitlines (columns) drive the same set of states (one column per state). This arrangement accommodates connection between every pair of 256 states, as every column intersects with every row. The memory cell at row $i$ and column $j$ stores ‘1’ if there is an edge between state $i$ and state $j$. To support larger automata with more than 256 states, a two-level interconnect model is proposed to provide inter-block connectivity among local switches using global switches.

NFAs for real-world automata applications are typically composed of many independent rules or patterns, which manifest as separate connected components (CCs) with no transitions between them. The CA crossbar switch is utilized by packing CCs as densely as possible using a greedy approach. Figure 8 is an example of how two CCs, each with 100 states, are packed in a local switch block. We found that there are two problems with the state placement to the interconnect resources in CA model. First, the switch resource from index 200 to 256 in Figure 8 remains unutilized if the size of CCs are larger then unused portions. Second, if an automaton is larger than 256 states and has long-distance loops, it cannot be handled by CA’s placement algorithm. Our general interconnect is based on CA’s full-crossbar design. Sadredini et al. [29] showed that the connectivity patterns in real-world automata are diagonal-shaped in a full-crossbar design mapping, and this insight can be used to allow for reduced crossbar switches. We take inspiration from this observation and present a placement solution that automatically addresses the issues in CA placement for reduced crossbars using a genetic algorithm.

The gray box in Figure 5 shows the interconnect architecture using the local switch and global switch. Local switches are driven by the currently active states, and the output of the interconnect subarray is combined with the matching signals to compute the active states for the next cycle. Impala expands the connectivity among local switches by letting 64 nodes in a local switch (called port-nodes (PNs)) have full connectivity to all the port nodes of three other local switches using a dedicated $256 \times 256$ global switch subarray. 64 PNs in local switches are combined with 64 outputs of global switches to provide inter-group connection. We call the set of 4 local switches communicating with each other by their PNs (using a global switch) as group of four (G4) (see Figure 10 (a)).

To address the placement problems in CA (to be able to efficiently place any large automaton with up to 1024 states in a G4 or break a small CC among two local switches to utilize the unused portion of crossbar), a placement strategy is required to consider (1) the limited inbound and outbound connectivity in PNs and (2) the connectivity pattern of an automaton to assign an integer label to each state, which later is mapped to the interconnect resources in G4. Furthermore, striding makes the connectivity pattern more sophisticated as strided automata have more transitions [51]. Figure 9 shows...
the effect of striding on the interconnect pattern evolution for Dotstar06 benchmark in ANMLZoo [32]. The 4-stride automata have higher transitions than 1-stride, which translates to higher utilization in a full-crossbar interconnect.

5.2.1 G4 Visualization

Figure 10 (a) visualizes the expanded layout of all possible connectivity supported in a G4 in a diagonal-shaped structure (inspired from [29]) using all four local switches (gray rectangles) and the global switch (purple rectangles). X axis shows the source index and Y axis shows the destination index. For example, if point (x, y) is in the gray rectangle, it is possible to support connection from state indexed x to state indexed y using local switches, or if it is in any of the purple regions, the global switch can provide the connectivity. Otherwise, if it is not in any of those regions, it is not possible to support that connectivity. The G4 switches can accommodate CCs of up to 1024 states. In our experiments, after striding, all the connected components have fewer than 1024 states. To support even larger automata, a higher-level switch can be used to connect G4 switches. The global switches in the upper-left or bottom-right cover the long-distance loops. Impala’s compiler uses a genetic algorithm (GA) to effectively try different combinations of assigned indices to states and find a solution with zero missing connection in G4.

5.2.2 Placement using genetic algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a computation model inspired by evolution and natural selection. In GA, the original problem model is interpreted as chromosome-like data representation, and evolution happens through three main operations: selection, crossover, and mutation. GA begins with a set of random chromosomes called a population. A population tries to evolve to a better population in each generation by prioritizing the fittest individuals (based on a goodness definition) to mate, mutate, and evolve into a new population of individuals.

In Impala, we encode our placement assignment by defining each individual as an array of unique integers of length 1024 (the number of states that fit in a G4). We initially assign unique labels to each state using the BFS algorithm or random generators to fill the population for the first time. The red dots in Fig. 10 (b) show the required connections when states are indexed using BFS in G4. As can be seen, there are many locations where the red dots locate outside of local switches and regions covered by global switches. This situation is anticipated, as BFS labeling assigns indices only based on the automata transition itself and does not consider the G4 connectivity limitations.

Impala’s genetic algorithm placement evaluates the goodness of each individual based on the number of necessary switches that are currently available in G4. This evaluation increases the chance of individuals with better answers to survive into the next generation. Crossover combines individuals to generate a new individual by inheriting from their parents. Impala’s compiler uses an ordered crossover method which swaps a random interval of two individuals with each other while keeping the order. Mutation happens by randomly swapping numbers inside each individual array. The blue-dots in Fig. 10 (b) shows the state mapping in G4. This indicates that our GA can successfully place all the states within the G4 switch covering regions; therefore, this state labeling is a valid placement solution.

Case Study: EntityResolution from the ANMLZoo benchmark suite is widely used for approximate string matching in databases, and it has been shown that it has a complex connectivity pattern [29]. It has 1000 CCs, and on average, each CC has 95.12 states. We apply V-TeSS to this benchmark to generate the 4-stride automata, where now each CC has 108.9 states on average. Our placement algorithm is able to fit all these CCs in 117 G4 switches (on average, 930.7 states are mapped to each G4). Interestingly, none of these CCs can fit in G4 using a BFS labeling. We run the same experiments for all the benchmark in Table 2 and discover that our placement algorithm can successfully map all the states to G4 switch patterns for up to 4-stride automata.

6. SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Configuration: Impala can be realized by re-purposing the available on-chip SRAM memory or custom-designed memory arrays. In on-chip SRAM arrays, column height for local subarrays are 256 [22], and Impala can partially utilize the available resources (16 out of 256 rows). However, the original 8-bit automata can be strided, which then can process multiple 8-bit symbols and utilize all 256 rows (evaluated in Section 11). On-chip solutions are more suitable for small scale applications where off-chip communication overhead becomes a concern, and low-latency designs are more appropriate. On the other hand, off-chip designs are more desired for large-scale applications where state capacity plays an important role, and I/O becomes less of a concern.

Impala is fully memory-based, and setting memory values configures the system for processing an input stream. After compiling all the automata and applying squashing, striding, and placement, the values for each memory cell in matching
and interconnect arrays are determined. Assuming Impala is integrated into a system as a peripheral device, these values can be transferred to Impala using memory-mapped I/O communication such as Linux mmap command [57] or PCI commands. Fulcrum [58] proposes to employ CXL [59] interface for in-memory accelerators, which enables another option.

**Run-time:** Impala has two asynchronous FIFOs to hold the input symbols in the input buffer (IB) and reports in the output buffer (OB). At runtime, the host system communicates with the IB and OB using interrupt triggered memory-mapped I/O or DMA while the interrupt service routine (ISR) is responsible to fill in the IB and evict the OB. Assuming 5GHz frequency for Impala and 1 MHz frequency for interrupt, an IB of size 2.5KB can store enough data to feed the Impala until the next IB interrupt. Recently, [60] has characterized the reporting statistics of ANMLZoo’s benchmark. The results show that 10 out of 12 benchmarks produce fewer than 0.5 reports per cycle. This investigation motivates us to use 512 entries for the OB (4 bytes each for report meta-data) in order to keep a similar interrupt rate as the IB.

7. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

**NFA workloads:** We evaluate our proposed claims and architectures using ANMLZoo [32] and Regex [52] benchmark suites. They represent a set of diverse applications, including machine learning, data mining, and network security. AutomataZoo [61] is mostly an extension of ANMLZoo (9 out of 13 applications are the same), and the difference is that ANMLZoo is normalized to fit into the AP chip (with up to 48K states). To (i) provide a fair comparison with the AP, and (ii) evaluate on real-size applications, we use ANMLZoo benchmarks, but replicate each benchmark 1000 times to create larger benchmarks. We present a summary of the applications (in the original size) in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>#States</th>
<th>#Transitions</th>
<th>Ave. Node Degree</th>
<th>Largest CC Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bratt [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>42695</td>
<td>42854</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bro21 [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>2312</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dotstar05 [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>12144</td>
<td>12264</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dotstar06 [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>12640</td>
<td>12939</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dotstar09 [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>12431</td>
<td>12907</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExactMatch [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>12439</td>
<td>12144</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerEN [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>40513</td>
<td>4071</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protonaut [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>42009</td>
<td>41635</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranges05 [52]</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>12621</td>
<td>12472</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranges05 [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>12464</td>
<td>12406</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snort [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>100500</td>
<td>81380</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>19704</td>
<td>21164</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClamAV [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>49538</td>
<td>49736</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamming [52]</td>
<td>Mesh</td>
<td>11346</td>
<td>19251</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levenshtein [52]</td>
<td>Regex</td>
<td>2784</td>
<td>9096</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermi [32]</td>
<td>WIDGET</td>
<td>40783</td>
<td>57576</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest [32]</td>
<td>WIDGET</td>
<td>33220</td>
<td>33220</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM [32]</td>
<td>WIDGET</td>
<td>69029</td>
<td>211050</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EntityResolution [32]</td>
<td>WIDGET</td>
<td>95136</td>
<td>219264</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlockRings [32]</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>44352</td>
<td>44352</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoreRings [32]</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>48002</td>
<td>48002</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Benchmark Overview

**Experimental setup:** We use our Automata compiler and simulator, APSim [62], to perform the pre-processing steps (such as V-TeSS), and emulate Impala and CA [22]. We have verified the functional correctness of APSim with VASim [63], which is an open-source automata simulator. The simulator takes automata in ANML format and processes the input cycle-by-cycle. Per-cycle statistics are used to calculate the number of active subarrays, which is then used to calculate energy consumption. To estimate area, delay, and power of the memory subarray in Impala and CA model, we use a standard memory compiler (under NDA) for the 14nm technology node and nominal voltage 0.8V (details in Table 3). The global wire-delays are calculated using SPICE modeling in CA. In the memory compiler, the 8T-cell design has wider transistors than 6T; therefore, 8T subarrays are faster and have higher area overhead than 6T subarrays. Moreover, because the AP, CA, and Impala have similar run-time execution models, we can disregard data transfer and control overheads to make general capacity and performance comparisons among these platforms.

**Comparison metric:** To compare spatial automata processing architectures (the AP, CA, and Impala), we use throughput per unit area. Throughput is defined as the number of bits that can be processed in one second (frequency × bitwidth_size). If the automata (connected components) in a benchmark cannot fit in one hardware unit (HU), we replicate HUs until all the automata are accommodated. The total area is calculated by multiplying the area of one HU and the number of required HUs for each benchmark.

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate Impala and compare it with the state-of-the-art solutions, such as CA and the AP, as well as multi-striding solutions on FPGAs.

8.1 Overhead Analysis of V-TeSS

Squashing to 4-bit design and then striding (V-TeSS) change the shape of automata and increases the number of states and transitions. Table 4 shows the number of states and transitions in V-TeSS in different strides normalized to the original 8-bit automata designs across 21 automata benchmarks. We observed that applications with higher average node degree, such as EntityResolution, RandomForest, and SPM (see Table 2) result in higher state and transition overhead. This is mainly because more combinations of paths need to be processed in temporal striding. On the other hand, CoreRings and BlockRings have almost no overhead when striding (8-bit and 16-bit). This is mainly because all states have equivalent matching symbols (a single unique symbol) which can effectively benefit from the classic NFA minimization techniques such as prefix merge and suffix merge (both implemented in Impala’s compiler). The state and transition overhead of 8-stride automata is higher; this is because the number of symbols (32-bit symbols) increases, which results in more vectors and a higher chance for false positives in each state. Splitting the states extensively in 8-stride causes higher state and transition overhead. This, in turn, surpasses the area benefits of Impala. Therefore, we evaluate Impala for up to 4-stride design for the rest of the paper.
Squashing the 8-bit design to 4-bit increases the number of states 2.52×, and then striding the 4-bit design to 8-bit (2-stride) and applying compiler minimizations reduces the number of states very close to the original 8-bit design. Both 2-stride 4-bit and original 8-bit have similar throughput; however, the 4-bit design requires substantially smaller memory subarrays. On average, the state overhead in 16-bit design (processing four 4-bit symbols per cycle) is only 1.7× compared to the original 8-bit design, but its processing rate is twice and the design is denser. This explains that our VTeSS method co-designed with Impala provides a three-fold throughput, area, and energy-efficiency benefits compared to prior 8-bit architectures (details in the following Sections). This also confirms that Espresso has split the false-positive states with minimal overhead. It is important to note that transition overhead translates to higher utilization of the crossbar interconnect and does not impose extra hardware overhead (discussed in Section 5.2 and evaluated in Section 8.3).

### 8.2 Overall Performance

The overall performance of spatial automata processing architectures is determined by \( \text{frequency} \times \text{bits/cycle} \). The delays and frequencies of different pipeline stages for Impala, CA, and the AP are shown in Table 5. Impala’s state-matching delay is 180 ps (See Table 3) and it is similar for different stride designs. This is because all capsules are processed in parallel, and striding does not increase the pipeline stages delay (except for the minor difference in the 2-input vs 4-input AND gate delay in Impala design, which is less than 4ps in 14nm [65]). This is less than 2% of total delay in the state-matching stage. Both CA and Impala have similar hierarchical interconnect designs, and both local and global switches are evaluated in parallel (Figure 5). Following CA design, we assume the SRAM-based CA design slice of 3.19mm \( \times \) 3mm. Therefore, the distance between SRAM arrays and global switch is assumed to be 1.5mm. From SPICE modeling, the wire delay was found to be 66ps/mm; therefore, the wire delay for global switches is 99ps. Global switch delay for CA is 249 ps, which is composed of read-access latency (150ps) and wire delay latency (99ps). Impala state-matching size for 4-stride design is \( \approx 5 \times \) less; therefore, we assume 20ps wire-delay for Impala. Therefore, the global switch delay for Impala is 170 ps (150ps+20ps).

The frequency is determined based on the slowest pipeline stage, which is the global switch delay in both CA and Impala. We assume the operating frequency for them to be 10% less than what we have calculated, to consider potential estimation errors. The AP is designed in 50nm DRAM technology. To have a fair comparison, we project the frequency to 14nm technology, which is an ideal assumption.

In all these spatial architectures, state matching and routing happen in parallel. This, in turn, means that they have a deterministic throughput of one input symbol per cycle, and it is independent of the input stream. Figure 13 presents the overall achieved throughput for CA, AP, and Impala different stride designs. Impala 4-stride design processes 16 bits per cycle and achieves the highest throughput (5GHz×16-bits=80 Gbps). This implies that if the application fits in the hardware, the Impala 16-bit design provides 2.8× higher throughput than CA. \( 2 \times \) of the benefit comes from the algorithmic contribution, which reshapes the automata to process 16-bit symbols, and 1.4× from architectural contribution in which shorter subarray design results in higher frequency. Moreover, Impala 16-bit has 5.9× higher throughput than the AP.

### 8.3 Area Overhead

Impala proposes area benefits coming from its architectural contribution, which is smaller state-matching subarrays and sharing interconnect resources while processing 16 bits per cycle. Figure 14 compares the area overhead of state-matching and interconnect of Impala 16-bit processing with CA and the AP (all in 14nm) for 32K STEs. Impala 16-bit has 5.2× and 34.5× smaller state-matching area overhead than CA and the AP (scaled to 14nm), respectively. Moreover, in total, Impala 16-bit has 1.3× and 3.9× smaller area overhead than CA and the AP, respectively. Sadredini et al. [29] show that the AP interconnect incurs routing congestion and limits the state-matching utilization. This implies that the area overhead to accommodate 32K states would be higher in practice for the AP.

Table 5: Pipeline stage delays and operating frequency. The detail implementation of the AP is not publicly available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>State Matching</th>
<th>Local Switch</th>
<th>Global Switch</th>
<th>Max Freq. (GHz)</th>
<th>Operating Freq. (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impala (14nm)</td>
<td>180 ps</td>
<td>150 ps</td>
<td>170 ps</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA (14nm)</td>
<td>220 ps</td>
<td>150 ps</td>
<td>249 ps</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (14nm)*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (14nm)**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\* Projected to 14nm

Table 4: States and transitions overhead in different strides for V-TeSS normalized to the original 8-bit design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-bit</td>
<td>3.56×</td>
<td>1.37×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-bit</td>
<td>4.08×</td>
<td>4.29×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-bit</td>
<td>17.24×</td>
<td>8.77×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit</td>
<td>22.48×</td>
<td>22.97×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: Comparing area overhead for 32K STEs.

### 8.4 Throughput per unit area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>#States Normalized to 8-bit original design</th>
<th>#Transitions Normalized to 8-bit original design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impala</td>
<td>1.99×</td>
<td>1.01×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>2.01×</td>
<td>1.05×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (14nm)*</td>
<td>2.24×</td>
<td>2.10×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (14nm)**</td>
<td>2.04×</td>
<td>1.87×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This section combines throughput, area, and striding overhead effects all together and evaluates throughput per unit area across 21 applications. To have a more comprehensive comparison, we stride the original 8-bit automata using our temporal striding method and evaluate the Cache Automaton for 16-bit processing. This is shown as Cache Automaton (16-bit) in the Figure 11. From this figure, the Impala 16-bit design provides on average 2.7× (up to 3.7×) and 371× (up to 536×) throughput per unit area than CA and the AP, respectively. The benefits are calculated as \( \text{Throughput benefit} \times \text{Area benefit} \). For example, the benefits of Impala 16-bit over CA 8-bit are calculated as \( \frac{2.7}{1.39} \times \frac{371}{1.39} \), where the V-Tess state overhead (1.39) is calculated for real-size applications. The applications such as Bro, Dotstar03, ExactMatch, snort, and Fermi have smaller striding overhead for 2-stride and 4-stride designs (Table 4), and therefore, they present higher throughput per area in Impala 16-bit. On the other hand, SPM has a higher average node degree (Table 2), which results in a higher striding overhead (Table 4) and lower throughput per area than Cache Automaton 8-bit.

### 8.5 Energy/Power Consumption

This section discusses the energy/power consumption of Impala 16-bit and compares it to prior works assuming 10MB of input. To calculate energy consumption, we need to know (1) the number of active partitions for state-matching and switch blocks, and (2) the number of transitions between local switches to consider for the energy of driving wires.

Note that it is not possible to power-gate state-matching memory arrays on a cycle-by-cycle basis. In order to power-gate these subarrays, it is necessary to know the potential next states beforehand. However, in the pipeline, the state-matching results and the next potential state are calculated simultaneously, which prevents the power-gating (one can still power-gate an array that is unoccupied). This observation is not considered in CA. We update the energy/power results in CA paper [22] based on this observation and our 14nm technology assumption. All the statistics per cycle are extracted from our compiler.

Figure 12 (left) shows the energy per input symbol for Impala and CA (energy details of the AP is not publicly available). We can observe that benchmarks with a larger number of states, such as Entity Resolution, Snort, and SPM consume higher energy. This is because these benchmarks have utilized more state-matching and switch arrays to accommodate a larger number of states. On average, CA consume 1.7× more energy per symbol than Impala. Energy efficiency of Impala comes from its density and compact design, which results in consuming lower dynamic energy due to shorter wires. Figure 12 (right) shows the average power consumption across benchmarks. On average, the power consumption of CA is 1.22× more than Impala. This is expected because:

\[
\text{CA} - \text{Energy/Impala} - \text{Energy} \times \frac{\text{CA} - \text{Frequency}}{\text{Impala} - \text{Frequency}} = 1.7 \times \frac{1}{1.39} = 1.22.
\]

### 8.6 Comparison with multi-stride on FPGA

Yang et al. [4] and Yamagaki et al. [18] propose multi-stride regex processing solutions on FPGA and have evaluated their solutions on Xilinx-Virtex5 LX-220 and Altera Stratix II EP2S180, respectively (details are discussed in the related work in Section 3). Table 6 compares Impala with these solutions for 16-bit symbol processing rate on Snort dataset. In summary, Impala provides ~20× higher frequency and ~20× higher throughput than both of these solutions. Moreover, Impala with 16-bit processing rate has 7.7× higher throughput than these FPGA solutions for 64-bit processing rate. Impala’s compiler (pre-processing and placement) is at least an order of magnitude faster than FPGA synthesis
The benefit of our approach, i.e., processing 4-bits symbols, can be applied to FPGAs, as we concluded from our preliminary FPGA-based experiments. Further exploration is left for future works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bits/Cycle</th>
<th>Clock rate (GHz)</th>
<th>Throughput (Gbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. [4]</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamagaki et al. [18]</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impala</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Comparison with multi-stride FPGA solutions.

9. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents Impala, an in-memory accelerator for an efficient multi-stride automata processing. Impala is co-designed with our automata transformation algorithm, called V-TeSS, and leverages short and parallel memory columns to implement a dense, high-throughput, and low-power multi-symbol matching architecture. Overall, the benefits of Impala come from two observations: (1) smaller state-matching subarrays provide higher utilization of memory-cells in memory columns, and this translates to higher density, and (2) V-TeSS transformation provides higher throughput with a linear increase in state-matching resources (or memory columns) relative to the original 8-bit design. This paper concludes that an in-situ 4-stride automata processing with 16-bit memory columns provides the highest performance, and has up to $3.7 \times$ higher throughput per area and $1.22 \times$ lower power consumption than Cache Automaton.
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